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Abstract

π-Conjugated polymers have attracted considerable attention since they are potential candidates for various opto-electronic devices such as solar cells, light emitting diodes, photodiodes, and transistors. Electronic devices based on conjugated polymers can be easily processed at low temperature using inexpensive technologies. This leads to cost reduction, a key deriving factor for choosing conjugated polymers for various types of applications. In particular, polymer based solar cells are of special interest due to the fact that they can play a major role in generating clean and cheap energy in the future.

The investigations described in thesis are aimed mainly at understanding charge transport and the role of energy levels in solar cells based on polymer/acceptor bulk heterojunction (BHJ) active films. Best polymer based solar cells, with efficiency 4 to 5%, rely on polymer/fullerene BHJ active films. These solar cells are in an immature state to be used for energy conversion purposes. In order to enhance their performance, it is quite important to understand the efficiency-limiting factors. Solid films of conjugated polymers compose conjugation segments that are randomly distributed in space and energy. Such distribution gives rise to the localization of charge carriers and hence broadening of electron density of states. Consequently, electronic wave functions have quite poor overlap resulting into absence of continuous band transport. Charge transport in polymers and organic materials, in general, takes place by hopping among the localized states. This makes a bottleneck to the performance of polymer-based solar cells. In this context, the knowledge of charge transport in the solar cell materials is quite important to develop materials and device architectures that boost the efficiency of such solar cells.

Most of the transport studies are based on polyfluorene copolymers and fullerene electron acceptor molecules. Fullerenes are blended with polymers to enhance the dissociation of excited state into free carriers and transport free electrons to the respective electrode. The interaction within the polymer-fullerene complex, therefore, plays a major role in the generation and transport of both electrons and holes. In this thesis, we present and discuss the effect of various polymer/fullerene compositions on hole percolation paths. We mainly focus on hole transport since its mobility is quite small as compared to electron mobility in the fullerenes, leading to creation of space charges within the bulk of the solar cell composite. Changing a polymer band gap may necessitate an appropriate acceptor type in order to fulfill the need for sufficient driving force for dissociation of photogenerated electron-hole pairs. We have observed that different acceptor types give rise to completely
different hole mobility in BHJ films. The change of hole transport as a function of acceptor type and concentration is mainly attributed to morphological changes. The effect of the acceptors in connection to hole transport is also discussed. The later is supported by studies of bipolar transport in pure electron acceptor layers. Moreover, the link between charge carrier mobility and photovoltaic parameters has also been studied and presented in this thesis.

The efficiency of polymer/fullerene-based solar cells is also significantly limited by its open-circuit voltage ($V_{oc}$), a parameter that does not obey the metal-insulator-metal principle due to its complicated characteristics. In this thesis, we address the effect of varying polymer oxidation potential on $V_{oc}$ of the polymer/fullerene BHJ based solar cells. Systematic investigations have been performed on solar cells that comprise several polythiophene polymers blended with a fullerene derivative electron acceptor molecule. The $V_{oc}$ of such solar cells was found to have a strong correlation with the oxidation potential of the polymers. The upper limit to $V_{oc}$ of the aforementioned solar cells is thermodynamically limited by the net internal electric field generated by the difference in energy levels of the two materials in the blend.

The cost of polymer-based solar cells can be reduced to a great extent through realization of all-plastic and flexible solar cells. This demands the replacement of the metallic components (electrodes) by highly conducting polymer films. While hole conductor polymers are available, low work function polymer electron conductors are rare. In this thesis, prototype solar cells that utilizes a highly conducting polymer, which has a work function of ~ 4.3 eV, as a cathode are demonstrated. Development of this material may eventually lead to fabrication of large area, flexible and cheap solar cells. The transparent nature of the polymer cathode may also facilitate fabrication of multi-layer and tandem solar cells.

In the last chapter of this thesis, we demonstrate generation of red and near infrared polarized light by employing thermally converted thin films of polyfluorene copolymers in light emitting diodes. This study, in particular, aims at fabricating polarized infrared light emitting devices.
Preface

The investigations addressed in this thesis have been carried out in the Biomolecular and Organic Electronics group, at the division of Applied Physics, Department of Physics, Chemistry, and Biology, Linköping University, Sweden. The Biomolecular and Organic Electronics group is one of the research groups that have made a profound contribution to the field of polymer electronics. Among the ongoing research activities within this group, the research on polymer based solar cells is a typical example. I was enrolled as a PhD student in September 2002, with the aim of investigating efficiency limiting factors in solar cells based on polymer/acceptor active layer and developing efficient solar cells using the knowledge and experience gained thereof. All the research activities discussed in this thesis have involved the effort, experience and cooperation of several people and laboratories, whereby my supervisor Prof. Olle Inganäs has facilitated all the networks.

Most of the investigations and discussions presented in the thesis are targeting at addressing the charge transport and energy levels and their correlation to photovoltaic parameters. The issue of charge transport in organic materials is quite different from that of crystalline inorganic semiconductors, which have a defined band transport. The amorphous nature of organic films gives rise to hopping transport characterized by considerable activation energies. The charge transport studies composed in this thesis have unveiled several useful information that helps engineering material combinations, synthesis and device architecture. Moreover, since efficient polymer based solar cells rely on donor/acceptor blends, it is important to understand the correlation of the energy levels of these materials with the photovoltaic parameters of the solar cells; issues related to open circuit voltage are discussed in detail.

During the long study period, I haven’t restricted myself to one single project but involved in several different activities—thanks to the flexible working environments. As a result, I have been involved in developing solar cells that utilize transparent polymer electrodes, with the aim of constructing an all-plastic solar cell. Part of a work presented in this thesis also involves generation of polarized light making use of thermally converted liquid crystalline polymer films.
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1. General introduction

The vast portion of global energy production comes from fossil fuel, while other forms of energy contributes comparatively smaller percentage. However, due to the predicted end of fossil energies, such as oil and the long-term effect of carbon dioxide, renewable energy sources have been considered as the best alternatives. Among the renewable energy sources, the most abundant, but not yet utilized well is the solar energy. The freely available solar energy can directly be converted into electricity by a photovoltaic device (PVD). Conventional PVDs are fabricated from inorganic semiconductor materials such as crystalline silicon (Si) and they are already available on the market. Fabrication of inorganic semiconductor based solar cells demands expensive technologies for purification, patterning and various coating processes. As a result, the inorganic PVDs are quite expensive and hardly compete with other conversional energy sources.

If photovoltaic devices are to be considered as the major future global energy sources, large-scale manufacturing at reasonably low cost is desired. The cost reduction can be realized by using semiconducting materials that can be processed using few steps and cheap technologies. Thus, there has been considerable effort in developing thin film technologies that enable significant cost reductions. In the last few years, solar cells based on thin and multijunction inorganic films have emerged as alternatives to crystalline Si based solar cells. These solar cells are fabricated by using cheap techniques such as sputtering and physical vapor deposition. Currently, they are relatively cheaper but less efficient as compared to Si based solar cells. In general, achieving competitive, cost effective and efficient PVDs may require new materials, concepts and technologies.

Conducting organic materials, in particular π-conjugated polymers, have emerged as a new class of semiconductors that have vital use in various opto-electronic devices. The first class of conducting polymers were discovered in 1977 when high conductivity was observed in doped polyacetylene. This marked the beginning of the era of the new class of semiconductor materials, which are typically inexpensive and easy to process. Polymeric semiconductors can be processed from solutions by spin coating or printing techniques and hence are one of the best choices for construction of large area and flexible electronic devices. In addition, the functionality of conducting conjugated polymers can easily be tailored through careful molecular design and synthesis giving rise to various types of polymers with specific optical and electrical properties.
The field of conjugated polymer-based electronics is rapidly expanding in areas where low cost, flexibility and lightweight is desirable. Currently, conjugated polymers have become candidates for several applications such as PVDs, integrated electronic circuits based on field effect transistors and flat displays based on light emitting diodes.

To fulfill the future energy needs, flexible and cheap polymer solar cells (PSC) are considered as potentially viable devices. Best performing PSCs rely on a bulk heterojunction (BHJ) network of polymer/molecule blends, which is usually sandwiched between two asymmetric metals acting as anode and cathode. In such films, photo generated electron-hole pairs (excitons) are separated at the donor (polymer)/acceptor (molecule) (D/A) interface and the free carriers are collected by the respective electrodes. BHJ films are processed from solutions mainly through spin coating method, which is quite easy and cheap. The top electrode (cathode) of BHJ based PSC, in most cases, is constructed through thermal evaporation techniques while the bottom electrode (anode) is constructed from a glass or plastic substrate coated with thin conducting films. Despite the facts that the processing conditions of BHJ based PSC are easy and cheap, the physics underlying the working principles of these devices is quite complex.

In this thesis, several issues concerning the photovoltaic parameters of solar cells with polymer/acceptor BHJ films are addressed. One of the main parameters limiting the efficiency of the D/A based PSC is the open-circuit voltage ($V_{oc}$). Unlike that of traditional inorganic solar cells, the $V_{oc}$ of the aforementioned PVDs does not obey the metal-insulator-metal (MIM) principle, but it is rather a complicated function of interface conditions, electronic levels and morphology of the BHJ composites. Here, we address the strong correlation between the $V_{oc}$ of BHJ solar cells and the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the conjugated polymer in the D/A layer. Charge carrier transport is another key parameter that influences the efficiency of BHJ polymer solar cells. A part of this thesis is dedicated to description of charge carrier transport in thin polymer as well as BHJ films in a solar cell configuration. The transport parameters and their relation to inherent material parameters are addressed based on experimental data and theoretical models of charge transport in disordered medias. The effect of charge transport on efficiency of solar cells is quite tremendous. In particular, as far as PSCs are concerned, the low hole mobility in most conjugated polymers contributes a lot towards reduction of power conversion efficiency. Luckily enough, hole transport in most polymer/acceptor BHJ films is enhanced mainly due to morphological changes. As will be discussed in this thesis,
the electron acceptor molecules have bipolar transport behavior, which makes them possible pathways for both electrons and holes.

Conducting polymers can be considered as potentially useful materials to fabricate large area and flexible solar cells. An all-polymer solar cell fulfills the criteria of flexibility and low cost. Such solar cells can be realized by replacing metallic electrodes with transparent, conducting polymer electrodes. In this thesis, a vapor phase polymerized transparent polymer layer is suggested as a cathode for sandwich structure devices. This electron conducting polymer is integrated into solar cells by a soft contact lamination technique.

The charge transport studies mainly covers a family of interesting copolymers known as polyfluorene copolymers (APFO). APFOs are a class of copolymers that posses several phases, including thermotropic liquid crystalline phases. Liquid crystalline materials are quite interesting because of their essential application in display devices. The APFO copolymers possess liquid crystalline phases as observed under thermal treatments. Thermally converted thin films of APFOs show anisotropy in optical absorption and photoluminescence. Light emitting diodes based on such films emit polarized light. In the last chapter of this thesis, we demonstrate light-emitting diodes that emit polarized light in the red and near infrared regions.
2. Conjugated polymers: electrical, optical and morphological properties

Polymers are long chains of repeating chemical units, or monomers. They are macromolecules with a molecular weight exceeding 10,000 gm/mol. Their chemical skeletal structures can be linear, cyclic or branched. Polymerization of one type of monomer gives a homopolymer, while polymerization of more than one type of monomers results into a copolymer. The distribution of monomers in the polymerization of the copolymers can be statistical, random or alternating. Some polymers have semiconducting properties due to their unique structural behavior such as formation of alternating single and double bonds between the adjacent backbone carbon atoms. These conducting polymers are known as π-conjugated polymers. The semiconducting polymers have attracted considerable attention due to their wide range of applications. In this chapter, the origin of the basic electrical and optical properties of the π-conjugated polymers is briefly discussed.

2.1 The origin of semiconducting behavior

Since carbon atom (C-atom) is the main building block of most polymers, the type of bonds that its valence electrons make with other C-atoms or other elements determines the overall electronic properties of the respective polymer. Polymers can, in general, be categorized as saturated and unsaturated based on the number and type of the carbon valence electrons involved in the chemical bonding between consecutive C-atoms along the main chain of the polymers. Saturated polymers are insulators since all the four valence electrons of C-atom are used up in covalent bonds, whereas most conductive polymers have unsaturated conjugated structure. π-Conjugated polymers are excellent examples of unsaturated polymers whose electronic configuration stems from their alternate single and double carbon-carbon bonds. The fundamental source of semiconducting property of conjugated polymers originates from the overlap of the molecular orbitals formed by the
valence electrons of chemically bonded C-atoms. A neutral carbon atom has six electrons, which occupy the $1s$, $2s$ and $2p$ orbitals giving a ground state electronic configuration of $1s^22s^22p^2 (1s \uparrow \downarrow 2s \uparrow \downarrow 2p \uparrow \downarrow )$. The atomic orbitals of carbon are modified into hybrid orbitals as they form covalent bonds (Figure 2.1). When a carbon atom forms a bond with another carbon atom, a $2s$-electron is promoted to the vacant $2p$-orbital resulting into a $2s'^12p'^12p'^1$ configuration as depicted in Figure 2.1. These electronic orbitals do not bond separately but hybridize, i.e. mix in linear combinations, to produce a set of orbitals oriented towards the corners of a regular tetrahedron. The hybrid orbitals consisting of one $s$ orbital and three $p$ orbitals are known as $sp^3$ hybrid orbitals.

Figure 2.1 The hybridization of the valence shell electrons of a carbon atom. The upper and lower panels show $sp^3$ and $sp^2$ hybridization, respectively.

The $sp^3$ hybrids allow a strong degree of overlap in bond formation with another atom and this produces high bond strength and stability in the molecules. The arrangement of bonds resulting from overlap with $sp^3$ hybrid orbitals on adjacent atoms gives rise to the tetrahedral structure that is found in the lattice of diamond and in molecules such as ethane, $C_2H_6$. In these structures all the available electrons are tied up in strong covalent bonds, named $\sigma$-bonds. Carbon compounds containing $\sigma$-bonds formed from $sp^3$ hybrid orbitals are termed saturated molecules. The saturated hydrocarbons, in general, have high band gaps and, hence, are classified as insulators.\textsuperscript{11}
Since conjugated polymers composed of alternating single and double bonds, $sp^3$ hybridized orbitals cannot account for their electronic structure. The alternating single and double bonds are formed from $sp^2$ hybrid orbitals. Mixing of one $s$ orbital with two of the $p$ orbitals of C-atom forms 3 $sp^2$ hybrid orbitals, leaving one $p$ orbital unhybridized (See Figure 2.1). The $sp^2$ carbon hybrid orbitals are known to form a different bond length, strength and geometry when compared to those of the $sp^3$ hybridized molecular orbitals. The $sp^2$ hybridization has one unpaired electron ($\pi$-electron) per C-atom. The three $sp^2$ hybrid orbitals of a C-atom arrange themselves in three-dimensional space to attain stable configuration. The geometry that achieves this is trigonal planar geometry, where the bond angle between the $sp^2$ hybrid orbitals is $120^\circ$. The unmixed pure $p_z$ orbital lies perpendicular to the plane of the three $sp^2$ hybrid orbitals (See Figure 2.2). The $sp^2$ orbitals give $\sigma$-bonds while the $p_z$ orbitals form a different type of bonds known as $\pi$-bonds. The $p_z$ orbitals of a polymer exhibit $\pi$-overlap, which results into a delocalization of an electron along the polymer chain. The $\pi$-bonds are, thus, considered as the basic source of transport band in the conjugated systems.\textsuperscript{11,12} Polyacetylene is often considered as a model conjugated polymer. It has a simple, linear structure and exhibits a degenerate ground state. Figure 2.2 illustrates the arrangement of the $\sigma$-bonds and $\pi$-bonds in polyacetylene. Owing to its structural and electronic simplicity, polyacetylene is well suited to semi-empirical calculations and has therefore played a critical role in the elucidation of the theoretical aspects of conducting polymers.\textsuperscript{13}

---

Figure 2.2 The molecular structure of polyacetylene (top), for clarity hydrogen atoms are not shown. The alternating double and single bonds indicate that the polymer is conjugated. The schematic representation of the electronic bonds in polyacetylene is depicted in the bottom panel. The $p_z$-orbitals overlap to form $\pi$-bonds.
In terms of an energy-band description, the $\sigma$-bonds form completely filled bands, while $\pi$-bonds would correspond to a half-filled energy band (Figure 2.3). The molecular orbitals of a polymer form a continuous energy band that lies within a certain energy range. The anti-bonding orbitals located higher in energy ($\pi^*$) form a conduction band whereas the lower energy lying bonding orbitals form the valance band. The two bands are separated by a material specific energy gap known as a band gap ($E_g$) (See Figure 2.3). The two separate bands are characterized by two quite important energy levels, namely electron affinity and ionization potential. The electron affinity of a semiconducting polymer corresponds to the lowest state of the conduction band ($\pi^*$ state) or the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). Likewise, the ionization potential refers to the upper state of the valence band (\(\pi\) state) and corresponds to the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO). The band gap of conjugated polymers determined from optical, electrochemical and other spectroscopic measurements is within the semiconductor range of 1 to 4 eV, which covers the whole range from infrared to ultraviolet region.

Conjugated polymers are often considered as quasi-one dimensional metals due to the fact that the strong intrachain interaction (strong covalent bonding along the chain), and the weak van der Waals type interchain coupling interactions lead to delocalization of $\pi$-electrons along the polymer chain. Every conjugated polymer has a unique chemical
structure that determines its optical and electrical behavior. The chemical structures of some π-conjugated polymers (polyacetylene, polythiophene, poly(para-phenylene-vinylene), polyfluorene) are illustrated in Figure 2.4. Polyacetylene is a classical example of conjugated polymers due to its simple and linear structure. Polythiophenes exhibit broad optical absorption and high conductivity. Substituted polythiophenes have been used to construct efficient electronic devices. Similarly, substituted poly(para-phenylene-vinylene) polymers are well studied materials due to their suitability for various applications. The polyfluorenes are well known for their high conductivity and efficient blue emission when used in light emitting devices.

The studies presented in this thesis are based on polythiophene polymers and polyfluorene copolymers that have broad absorption bands in the visible range of the solar spectrum, with an extension to near infrared absorption in the case of the polyfluorenes.

![Chemical structures of some conducting π-conjugated polymers.](image)

**2.2 Correlation of chain distributions and optical phenomena**

Each chain of a conjugated polymer does not stretch indefinitely but rather makes twists and coiled structures resulting into the amorphous nature of a polymer. This disordered morphology limits the delocalization length of the π-cloud of electrons to a definite length known as a *conjugation length*. This characteristic length is bounded by an energy barrier, which may be created by defects or kinks. On the other hand, the conjugation length segments have random distributions leading to different energies of the π-electrons. This is clearly manifested in the featureless, broad absorption and emission spectra of conjugated polymers (See Figure 2.5.). Assuming a simple one-dimensional particle-in-a-box picture, the longer segments will have a low π-π* energy gap whereas the
gap of the shortest segments will be much higher. The emission spectrum is highly Stokes-shifted because excitons on high-energy segments will undergo rapid energy transfer to lower-energy segments so that nearly all the emission comes from low energy, long conjugation length segments. Chain distributions, therefore, determine the morphology, optical and electrical behavior of a conjugated polymer. The distribution of chain length can be controlled to a certain extent through well-maneuvered synthesis steps.

![Figure 2.5 Typical schematic diagram of absorption and emission spectra of a polymer. The emission spectrum is stokes-shifted towards low energy.](image)

**2.3 Morphology of thin conducting polymer films**

The main chain of conducting polymers is decorated with side chains to promote solubility in common solvents and to facilitate chain packing in solid films. Addition of side chains also reduces melting temperature, enhances flexibility and reduces intermolecular overlap of neighbouring chains. Consequently, charge transfer in polymer films is critically determined by the degree of interchain overlap or chain packing. Well-packed chain geometries give well-ordered crystalline phases that enhance electron delocalization length and, therefore, lead to high charge carrier mobility. The conjugated polymer poly(3-hexylthiophene), P3HT, is a classic example since it forms both amorphous and crystalline phases based on its chain conformation. Regioregular P3HT is characterized by highly packed conformation that gives ordered or crystalline phases, while regiorandom P3HT based solid films have amorphous phases. The tuning of morphology as a function of regularity in molecular structures changes both optical and electrical
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profiles. For example, several orders of magnitude higher charge carrier mobility was recorded in films from regioregular P3HT as compared to its regiorandom counterpart.\textsuperscript{18,19}

The active layers of most polymer based electronic devices are formed by spin coating, drop casting or blade coating from common organic solvents. The degree of interchain interactions and morphology in conjugated polymer films can be controlled to some extent by monitoring chain conformations through appropriate choice of solvents, concentration of solution from which the polymer is cast, spin coating speed and thermal treatments. Specifically, the morphology of a spin-coated film is highly affected by the evaporation rate of the organic solvents.\textsuperscript{20,21} While high evaporation rates give highly packed films (high interchain interaction), slowly evaporating solvents lead to slow film growth rate, which is usually accompanied by formation of porous films. Polymer films with high interchain interactions are quite efficient for charge transport processes\textsuperscript{18,19} but may reduce photoluminescence efficiency\textsuperscript{22} and hence have vital use in PVDs.

Morphology plays a crucial role in achieving efficient D/A based PVDs. Formation of thin films by spin coating a mixture of incompatible D/A composite from a common organic solvent often yields phase-separated domains. The boundary conditions of the bicontinuous segregated phases are further imposed by the presence of additional interfaces, such as polymer/substrate, that limits the final dimension of phase separated regions.\textsuperscript{23} The change of morphology under various conditions is a typical characteristics of films formed from solutions. Thus, construction of efficient BHJ based solar cells requires optimum morphology that promotes dissociation of excited states and charge carrier transport.\textsuperscript{24,25} In summary, chain packing is a crucial element in determining solid state film morphology, which is a key factor for typical optical and electrical behaviors of polymer based electronic devices.
3. Donor/acceptor bulk heterojunction (BHJ) based solar cells

Conjugated polymers have a potential to be used for conversion of solar energy into electricity. Despite the fact that conducting conjugated polymers are semiconductors their working principle in solar cells is a multi-step process, which is limited by several factors. The working principles and the factors that limit the efficiency of BHJ based PSC are discussed in the following consecutive sections. The devices considered in this chapter comprise BHJ films sandwiched between two asymmetric conducting electrodes, where the electrodes serve as anode and cathode (See Figure 3.1).

![Figure 3.1 A typical schematic structure of a polymer/acceptor bulk heterojunction based solar cell. A film based on polymer/acceptor bulk heterojunction blend comprises bicontinuous phase separated regions, which are enriched by either the acceptor molecules or the electron donor polymers.]

3.1 Working principles

Shining light on a PSC generates mobile excitons that have a binding energy of several tenths of electron volts.\textsuperscript{26-28} On the other hand, the diffusion length of an exciton in most conjugated polymer films is quite low (5 to 10 nm).\textsuperscript{29,30} This makes a bottleneck to charge generation as it leads to enormous amount of recombination within the bulk of the active layer. To achieve substantial photovoltaic effect in PSCs, excited charge pairs need
to be dissociated into free charge carriers through the assistance of electric field, bulk trap sites or interface of materials with different electron affinities. The electric field in a solar cell, in its working range, is quite low and does not dissociate excitones effectively. Other approaches have already been adopted to achieve efficient exciton dissociation. The most efficient polymer solar cells rely on BHJ active layers, which consists of blends of electron donor polymers and electron acceptor molecules. The BHJ of D/A blend composes nanoscaled heterophases that are suitable for efficient exciton dissociation. At D/A interfaces, the driving force for exciton dissociation is generated by the electrochemical potential difference between the LUMO of the donor and the LUMO of the acceptor. The electrodes collect the photogenerated free carriers; the anode (a high work function metal) collects holes and the cathode (a low work function metal) collects the electrons. The four basic steps, namely exciton creation, exciton migration, exciton dissociation and free charge carrier transfer, are depicted in Figure 3.2. Figure 3.2 is a first order-simplified illustration that does not include other relaxed states such as polaronic states.

Figure 3.2 The simplified four basic steps of photocurrent generation in BHJ based solar cells. Excitons are assumed to be primarily generated in the polymers.
3.2 The current-voltage (I-V) characteristics

Typical polymer/acceptor BHJ solar cell current-voltage (I-V) characteristics measured in the dark and under white light illumination conditions are depicted in Figure 3.3. The I-V curve measured under full sun illumination (100 mW/cm²) immediately gives several photovoltaic parameters including $V_{oc}$, short-circuit current density ($J_{sc}$), fill-factor (FF), and overall power conversion efficiency ($\eta$). Each of these parameters is shortly described in this section. The spectral response of a solar cell is also defined.

![Figure 3.3 Typical current-voltage characteristics of a polymer/acceptor BHJ based solar cell. The arrows indicate the major photovoltaic parameters and the gray area defines the maximum possible power that can be extracted from the solar cell.](image)

(a) **The open-circuit voltage** ($V_{oc}$) of a solar cell under light is defined as a voltage at which the net current in the cell is equal to zero. In a well behaving device, the current measured in the dark and under illumination conditions coincide for applied voltages exceeding the $V_{oc}$. This implies that, approximately, the $V_{oc}$ corresponds to the net internal electric field of the device, which gives the flat band condition.

(b) **The short-circuit current** ($J_{sc}$) is the photogenerated current of a solar cell, which is extracted at zero applied voltage. Photocurrent is directly related to optical and electrical material properties. As observed from Figure 3.3, for an applied voltage less than $V_{oc}$ the I-V curve recorded under illumination condition is dominated by a photo-generated current, while injection from electrodes dominates in a potential region where the applied voltage exceeds the $V_{oc}$.
(c) **The fill factor (FF)** of a solar cell is the measure of the power that can be extracted from the cell and is defined as

\[ FF = \frac{(J \cdot V)_{\text{max}}}{J \cdot V_{oc}} \]  

(3.1)

where the \((J \cdot V)_{\text{max}}\) represents the maximum power that can be extracted from the cell. In Figure 3.3, the \((J \cdot V)_{\text{max}}\) is defined by the area of the filled rectangle. The shape of the I-V curve is a measure of the FF; rectangular shapes give higher FF values.

(d) **The power conversion efficiency \((\eta)\)** is simply the ultimate measure of the device efficiency in converting photons to electrons. Mathematically it is defined as

\[ \eta = \frac{J \cdot V_{oc}}{3_{in}} \cdot FF \]  

(3.2)

where \(3_{in}\) accounts for the flux of light incident on the solar cell.

The I-V characteristic of a solar cell recorded under the illumination of white light does not provide detailed information on the spectral coverage and the efficiency of the device to convert monochromatic light into electrons. The short-circuit current generated at every wavelength defines the spectral response \(S_i\) of the solar cell, which is defined as

\[ S_i = \frac{J}{3_{in}} \]  

(3.3)

where \(J\) is the photogenerated short-circuit current at a specific excitation wavelength \(\lambda_i\) and \(3_{in}\) is the incident monochromatic photon flux. \(S_i\) is directly correlated to the external quantum efficiency (EQE) of a solar cell as

\[ EQE = \frac{hc}{e} \cdot \frac{J}{3_{in}, \lambda_i} \text{ or } EQE(\%) = \frac{1240 \cdot J}{3_{in}, \lambda_i} \]  

(3.4)

where \(h\) is Planck’s constant, \(c\) is speed of light and \(e\) is an elementary charge. The second expression of equation (3.4) demands the current density, the wavelength and the photon flux to be measured in \(\mu A/cm^2\), nm, and W/m\(^2\), respectively. EQE is sometimes referred to as an incident photon to electron conversion efficiency (IPCE). Experimentally, EQE is measured without taking care of optical loses such as light transmission through the cell and reflection away from the cell. Effective carrier generation after correction for optical loses is characterized by the so-called internal quantum efficiency (IQE).
3.3 Efficiency limiting factors

As stated previously, power conversion efficiency of a BHJ based PSC is directly correlated to the three key parameters, namely $J_{sc}$, $V_{oc}$, and FF. This means $\eta$ is inherently related to material properties, device structure and interface effects.

The photocurrent ($J_{sc}$) of polymer solar cells is affected by several factors including generation and dissociation rates of excited states, as well as the mobility of free charge carriers. The exciton dissociation rate in BHJ films is a quite efficient process due to the availability of polymer/acceptor junctions within the range of exciton diffusion length. The method of blending conjugated polymers with high electron affinity molecules, such as C$_{60}$ and its derivatives, has become the most efficient and rapid exciton dissociation method resulting in solar cells with high power conversion efficiencies.\(^2,3,34-37\) The polymer/C$_{60}$ interpenetrating networks give ultra fast (less than 100 fs)\(^34,38,39\) electron transfer rate from the optically excited polymer to C$_{60}$ molecule. This time regime is so small that competing decay processes are extremely minimized leading to an almost complete (100%) charge transfer processes.\(^40\) Thus, the efficiency of BHJ based solar cells is not greatly affected by exciton dissociation rates but it is rather limited by the exciton generation rate and collection efficiency of free charge carriers.

The most efficient polymer solar cells comprises P3HT for generation of excited states.\(^35-37\) However, the optical absorption of P3HT covers only the visible range of the solar spectrum, less than 700 nm, while a substantial solar energy is located in the red and infrared region. Several other conjugated polymers that have been used to construct efficient solar cells\(^2,3\) also have narrow optical bandwidth. Therefore, to enhance the optical absorption in solar cell materials two mechanisms can be suggested, namely utilizing thick films and/or harvesting photons in the red and near infrared portion of the solar spectrum. The first option is practically limited by the low charge carrier mobility and lifetime. The disordered nature of polymer chains forbid formation of perfect electronic wave function overlaps, which in the case of inorganic materials leads to band transport. Instead, charge carriers are highly localized and their transport is limited by the degree of the spatial and energetic disorder. Consequently, the mobility of charge carriers, in most conjugated polymers, is quite low, typically $10^{-3}$ to $10^{-6}$ cm$^2$/Vs.\(^18,41-43\) As a consequence, in thick films most of the photogenerated carriers disappear through recombination processes or forms space charges that limit flow of current. The second option, utilizing long wavelength photons, can be realized by using low band gap polymers. Such solar cells have been
demonstrated by several researchers. The reports have clearly demonstrated conversion of low energy photons into electrons. However, the efficiency of these new generation solar cells, in general, is quite low as compared to the high band gap polymer solar cells. This drawback may be related to the shift of the electronic levels of the polymers as a consequence of lowering band gap, which has a direct effect on the open-circuit voltage and the driving force for exciton dissociation. To draw substantial photocurrent from BHJ based solar cells, well-designed polymers that render broad optical absorption band and form well ordered chains should be considered as the best choice.

The second photovoltaic parameter that limits efficiency is the open-circuit voltage. The $V_{oc}$ of BHJ based PSCs mainly originates from the electronic levels of the donor polymer and the acceptor molecule. In general, $V_{oc}$ is limited by several factors including interfacial energy levels, shunt losses, interfacial dipoles and morphology of the active film. Thus, the origin of $V_{oc}$ in BHJ based PSC is not well defined. For BHJ solar cells with ohmic contacts, $V_{oc}$ is mainly determined by the difference between the HOMO of the donor polymer and the LUMO of the acceptor molecule indicating how much the electronic levels are crucial in determining the efficiency of such solar cells.

The third important parameter that limits efficiency is a fill factor. The direct relation of FF with current density indicates that it is greatly affected by the mobility of the charge carriers. Moreover, series resistance is also one of the limiting factors as observed in organic bilayer as well as BHJ based PSCs.

The next two chapters of this thesis focus on detailed description and discussions on the $V_{oc}$ of BHJ based solar cells and the study of charge transport in typical solar cell materials. The improvement of FF upon using better hole transporting materials will also be demonstrated.
4. The origin of open-circuit voltage in BHJ based solar cells

Efficient BHJ based PSC typically composes polymers with band gaps close to 2eV, while the $V_{oc}$ of such devices usually falls in the range of 0.6 to 1 V. In inorganic thin film solar cells, $V_{oc}$ is directly related to internal electric field (the MIM model), which is generated by the work function difference of the electrodes. This principle fails for PSC based on D/A interpenetrating networks. As a consequence, the origin of $V_{oc}$ in BHJ solar cells has been an issue of debate among the scientific community.

For a solar cell with a single conjugated polymer active layer, the $V_{oc}$ scales with the work function difference of the electrodes and thus follows the MIM model under consideration of clean polymer/electrode interfaces. Here, clean polymer/electrode interface refers to absence of dipoles or other entities that changes interface conditions, usually resulting into shift of charge injection barriers. In bilayer devices that comprise electron and hole-accepting polymers, the $V_{oc}$ scales linearly with the work function difference of the electrodes, but with an additional contribution from the dipoles created by photoinduced charge transfer at the interface of the two polymers. The $V_{oc}$ of BHJ based solar cells is strongly correlated to inherent material properties. It was demonstrated that the open circuit voltage of polymer/fullerene BHJ based solar cells is correlated to the reduction potential of the fullerene molecule. A reduction potential defines the LUMO level of the molecule. Moreover, the $V_{oc}$ of polymer/fullerene based solar cells is affected by the morphology of the active layer.

It should be noted that in BHJ based PSCs the effect of electrodes on $V_{oc}$ is neglected only if the cathode and anode pin to the LUMO of the acceptor molecule and the HOMO of the donor polymer, respectively (Figure 4.1). In other words, the effect of electrodes is negligible only for ohmic contacts. The net electric field of such solar cells is mainly determined by the effective band gap defined by the energy difference of the LUMO of the acceptor molecule and the HOMO of the polymer. The most common anode, both for polymer based solar cells and light emitting diodes, is a transparent and thin layer
(about 100 nm) of indium thin oxide (ITO) covered with a metallic polymer, poly (3, 4-ethylene dioxythiophene)-poly (styrene sulphonate) (PEDOT: PSS). This electrode is found to make ohmic contacts with varieties of conducting polymers. PEDOT:PSS is commercially available (Bayer AG and Agfa) and widely used as hole injecting (collecting) layer in polymer based solar cells and light emitting diodes. The second electrode, cathode, of polymer based diodes is commonly formed from low work function metals such as calcium and aluminum. Preferentially, for most polymer based solar cells, lithium fluoride (LiF)/aluminum (Al) evaporated thin films are used as a cathode. The presence of LiF between the active layer and Al may pin the cathode work function towards the LUMO of the acceptor material in addition to its function as a protective layer against the hot metal atoms. These typical electrodes give rise to ohmic contacts and the net internal field in such solar cells is equivalent to the difference in the electron donor HOMO and the acceptor LUMO energy levels. Thus, under light conditions, such solar cells are expected to deliver a $V_{oc}$ equivalent to the magnitude of $e\{\text{HOMO}_{\text{donor}} - \text{LUMO}_{\text{acceptor}}\}$, where $e$ is an elementary charge (See Figure 4.1). Thermodynamically, this is the maximum $V_{oc}$ the BHJ based solar cells deliver.

Figure 4.1 Simplified schematic showing charge carrier generation and internal fields of BHJ based solar cells under light. The $V_{oc}$ is mainly determined by the electrochemical potential difference between the HOMO of the polymer and the LUMO of the electron acceptor molecule ($\Delta \Psi$), but under the formation of non-ohmic contacts the work function difference of the electrodes ($\Delta \phi$) also changes the $V_{oc}$. 
The correlation of $V_{oc}$ to polymer HOMO has become clear from the previous discussions. Accurate description of this photovoltaic parameter should, therefore, includes the electrochemical oxidation potential (OP) of the polymer in addition to other relevant factors. We have investigated the correlation between the OP of a series of conjugated polythiophene polymers and the corresponding $V_{oc}$ of solar cells comprising blends of the polythiophenes and a $C_{60}$ derivative acceptor molecule methanofullerene [6,6]-phenyl-$C_{61}$-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) as an active layer. For this investigation, we chose six polythiophene polymers whose optical band gaps span from about 2 to 3 eV, indicating that they are optically active in the visible range of the solar spectrum. Moreover, to minimize the effect of processing conditions all the devices were fabricated and measured under the same conditions. The thickness and the surface morphology of the active films were approximately similar. Some of the devices employ LiF under the Al cathode while remaining group of devices relies on only Al as a cathode. Devices with LiF/Al cathode are expected to have smoother interfaces. The central result of this study is depicted in Figure 4.2, where the correlation of $V_{oc}$ with oxidation potential of the polymers is displayed.

As inferred from Figure 4.2, the open circuit voltages are clearly correlated to the OP of the polythiophene polymers regardless of the cathode type. The monotonic correlation, which
has a slope close to 1 but with much scatter, shows the polymer HOMO to be a deterministic source of $V_{oc}$ in polymer/PCBM based solar cells.

Though the choice of the polymer types and number is quite restricted, this particular study has actually shown a clear and new result that reveals a linear correlation of $V_{oc}$ with electrochemical potential (oxidation potential) of the donor polymers. M. C. Scharber et al.\textsuperscript{50} have recently reported a similar result that confirms an exact linearity between oxidation potential of several, various types of conjugated polymers and the $V_{oc}$ of the corresponding polymer–PCBM BHJ solar cells. The investigation of M. C. Scharber and co-workers has involved several polymers most of which are chemically and structurally quite different from each other.

In summary, the open-circuit voltage of solar cells with polymer/acceptor active layer is clearly linearly correlated to the oxidation potential of the polymer. In particular, this linear correlation lowers the open-circuit voltage of solar cells based on low band gap polymers\textsuperscript{44-46} resulting into low power conversion efficiency. This investigation can serve as a road map in order to design and synthesis appropriate combination of conducting conjugated polymers and molecules for solar cell applications. It is, however, worth mentioning that perfect energy alignments do not set the ultimate efficiency since the optical density, charge transport and morphology also play major roles.
5. Charge carrier transport models and mobility measurement techniques

Inorganic crystalline materials have well-defined band transport due to the perfect overlap of their electronic wave functions. Free carriers, in such systems, are delocalized and have high mobility at room temperature. The solid-state phase of π-conjugated polymers is dominated by amorphous phases due to weak intermolecular interactions. The random distribution of conjugation length of polymer chains gives rise to distribution of electronic states, where regular lattice arrangement is lacking. Thus, a polymer film can be described as a discontinuously distributed amorphous phase, where the discontinuity is introduced by the small crystalline-like ordered phases of small dimensions. The variation in molecular morphology leads to the broadening of the electronic density of states and results in hopping-type transport. The localized states put a lot of restriction on hopping transport thereby limiting the mobility of the charge carriers. Some organic systems, such as molecular crystals, form large-scale well-ordered phases that lead to substantial increase of charge carrier mobility. A brief description of hopping transport and experimental mobility measurement techniques in disordered materials, such as conjugated polymers, are discussed in this chapter.

5.1 Models of hopping transport

Hopping transport can be well approximated by a random walk, which is restricted by energetic and spatial disorders. This typical disorder controlled transport is characterized by a considerable activation energy.\(^5^3\) Hopping transport mobility is, therefore, field and temperature dependent, where the mobility obeys the Poole-Frenkel law\(^5^4\)

\[
\mu = \mu_0 \exp(\gamma \sqrt{E})
\]

where \(\mu_0\) is zero-field mobility, \(\gamma\) is field activation factor, and \(E\) is the net electric field.
Disordered systems are subjected to an energetic spread of the charge transport sites, which are often approximated in shape by a Gaussian density of states (DOS). This shape is supported by the observation of Gaussian shaped absorption spectra of polymers.\textsuperscript{55} The shape of the DOS is important for the description of the charge transport as it reflects the disorder of the system. For disordered systems well approximated by Gaussian DOS, pioneering hopping transport model was proposed by H. Bässler.\textsuperscript{55} This so called Gaussian disorder model (GDM) was developed through Monte Carlo simulation assuming a Gaussian distribution of transport site energy

\[
\rho(\epsilon) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi} \sigma_{\text{DOS}}} \exp\left(-\frac{\epsilon^2}{2\sigma_{\text{DOS}}^2}\right)
\]  

(5.2)

where $\sigma_{\text{DOS}}$ is the width of the Gaussian site energy distribution and the energy $\epsilon$ is measured relative to the center of the DOS. The Gaussian density of states is a direct manifestation of the energetic spread in the charge transporting sites of chain segments due to the fluctuation in conjugation lengths and structural disorder. Moreover, all the states within the Gaussian energy distribution are localized (Figure 5.1).

Figure 5.1 Schematic picture of hopping transport, where carriers are initially relaxed to equilibrium states and sometime excited to higher energy states through thermal stimulation. DOS represents density of states and ODOS stands for occupied density of states.
In the GDM formalism, the jump rate \( \nu_{ij} \) between adjacent sites \( i \) and \( j \) of energy \( \varepsilon_i \) and \( \varepsilon_j \), respectively, and separation distance \( R_{ij} \) is the Miller-Abrahams\(^56\) type, which is stated as

\[
\nu_{ij} = v_0 \exp \left( -2\gamma a \frac{\Delta R_{ij}}{a} \right) \exp \left( \frac{\varepsilon_j - \varepsilon_i}{k_B T} \right), \quad \varepsilon_j > \varepsilon_i \quad \text{and} \quad \varepsilon_j < \varepsilon_i.
\] (5.3)

In the last expression, the first exponential describes an electronic wave function overlap, while the second exponential states the Boltzmann factor for jumps upward in energy. According to this postulate, carriers that hop to sites higher in energy are thermally activated, or accelerated by a field. The effective energy barrier for hops to higher energy is equal to the energy difference between the two states. A dynamic equilibrium is reached when the effective jumps are dominated by the thermally activated hops (Figure 5.1).

In the disorder transport scheme, the field \((E)\) and temperature \((T)\) dependence of the mobility at equilibrium is described by\(^55\)

\[
\mu_{GDM}(T,E) = \mu_0 \exp \left[ -2\gamma \frac{\sigma_{\text{DOS}}}{k_B T} \left( \frac{\varepsilon_j - \varepsilon_i}{k_B T} - \Sigma \right)^2 \right], \quad \Sigma \geq 1.5
\]

\[
\exp \left[ -2.25 \left( \frac{\varepsilon_j - \varepsilon_i}{k_B T} - 2.25 \right)^2 \right], \quad \Sigma < 1.5
\] (5.4)

In equation (5.4) both the energetic and special disorder are reflected through \( \sigma_{\text{DOS}} \), and \( \Sigma \), respectively, whereas \( \mu_0 \) is the mobility in the limit \( T \to \infty \) and \( E \to 0 \), and \( C \) is an empirical constant that depends on site spacing. As formulated in the last equation, hopping transport in Gaussian DOS results in \( \ln(\mu) \propto T^{-2} \) relationship, which deviates from the Arrhenius behavior \( \ln(\mu) \propto T^{-1} \). The GDM model has been widely used to explain experimental transport studies in disordered materials, such as molecularly doped polymers\(^57\), molecular glasses\(^58\) and conjugated polymers\(^59-62\).

Experimental studies of charge transport in disordered systems have reproduced the Poole-Frenkel mobility behavior, \( \ln(\mu) \propto \sqrt{E} \), over wide field range.\(^{63-65}\) The GDM, however, reproduces this universal law only in a narrow field range, describing experimental values only in high field range (\( E \approx 10^8 \text{ V/m} \)).\(^{35}\) To circumvent this deficiency, a new approach was suggested.\(^{66,67}\) The later scheme explicitly includes spatially correlated energetic dis order as a necessary requirement for improving the model.
so as to account for the $\ln(\mu) \propto \sqrt{E}$ behavior over a broader electric field range. The spatial correlations in disordered materials may originate from long-range charge-dipole interactions. The strong coupling of phonon and electronic states in organic solids rationalizes the inclusion of correlation in transport models. For example, in conjugated polymers the presence of dipole-charge interactions has been justified due to the fact that morphological variations and an anisotropy in conjugation length distribution induce strong polarizations. S. V. Novikov et al. proposed a new empirical expression for charge mobility after performing a Monte Carlo simulation that takes care of long range charge-dipole interactions. The new correlated disorder model (CDM) is expressed as

\[
\mu_{CDM} = \mu_0 \exp \left( \frac{-3\sigma_{DOS}}{5k_BT} \right) + 0.78 \left( \frac{\sigma_{DOS}}{k_BT} \right)^{1/2} \frac{\sigma_{DOS} e\sigma E}{\sigma_{DOS}} \left( \Gamma - \sqrt{\frac{\sigma_{DOS}}{\sigma_{DOS}}} \right)
\]

where $\sigma$ is the intersite spacing between hopping sites and $\Gamma$ is an empirical constant. The CDM has been used for analyzing a space charge limited (SCL) transport of conjugated polymers and an electron acceptor molecule sandwiched between metallic electrodes.

The disorder models, both GDM and CDM, are applicable wherever energetic disorder is dominating. However, in some systems the transport is better fitted to the Arrhenius temperature dependence $\ln(\mu) \propto T^{-1}$ rule than the disorder law $\ln(\mu) \propto T^{-\frac{1}{2}}$. If polaronic effects are taken into account, the weak temperature dependence of mobility $\ln(\mu) \propto T^{-1}$ reflects electron transfer by non-adiabatic small polaron hopping between sites with similar energies leading to a deviation from Miller-Abrahams transfer rate. The later model was developed to include both polaronic and disorder effects in order to reproduce the Poole-Frenkel mobility behavior. T. Kreouzis et al. have successfully exploited this model to describe time-of-flight transport data of a polyfluorene conjugated polymer.

In general, several modifications have been made to GDM in order to get better fit between experimental mobility measurements and theory. The degree of disorder in solid films is highly influenced by the morphology of the films. Thin conjugated polymer films processed from solutions are highly affected by processing conditions, temperature treatment and the solvents used to prepare the films. The processing and treatment induced morphology changes are directly correlated to the amount of energetic and spatial disorders resulting in various charge transport profiles like dispersive or non-dispersive behavior. With this regard, the modifications made to GDM are quite relevant to accurately model charge transport in films that are subjected to varying degree of morphology. A review of various forms of transport models was discussed by A. B. walker et al.
Hopping transport and mobility measurement techniques

5.2 Typical experimental mobility measurement techniques

Mobility is a key parameter as far as transport issue is concerned. In particular, the efficiency of conjugated polymer based solar cells is substantially reduced due to their low charge carrier mobility. Hence, knowledge of mobility assists designing and identifying efficient polymers for solar cell and other applications. Consequently, mobility measurement in various systems is considered as a central subject of transport studies.

Several mobility measurement methods have been developed over the last several years of research. The time-of-flight method (TOF) is one of the classical transport probing techniques that has been invoked to characterize a number of conjugated polymers.\textsuperscript{41,71,73,74} In this method, a sheet of charge carriers generated by a short (nanosecond) light pulse drifts through the semiconductor material under an influence of an externally applied voltage. The transient time of the sheet of carriers is measured when they exit the material. The mobility of the drifting charge carriers is calculated as $\mu = d^2 / Ut$, where $d$ is the thickness of the film, $U$ is an externally applied drift potential and $t$ is the transit time.

The TOF method requires large film thickness (in micrometer scale), which restricts this method from measuring mobility in real thin organic active films of electronic devices. A complementary technique, which utilizes measurement of transient time for mobility measurement has emerged recently. The later method is known as charge extraction by linearly increasing voltage (CELIV).\textsuperscript{75} In the CELIV method, equilibrium carrier concentrations are extracted in such a way that carrier mobility is calculated from the time at which the extraction current reaches its maximum. In principle, this method is not limited by film thickness and it seems an appropriate method to measure mobility in thin films. However, since the amount of equilibrium carrier density in most polymeric materials is quite low, there is a restriction in using this technique for all kinds of systems. To circumvent the later problem, it is customary to generate carriers by short light pulses and extract them later. This modified method, photo-CELIVE, was found to be a more convenient method to generate and extract a large volume fraction of carriers.\textsuperscript{76,77}

The method of field-effect transistor (FET) is also well known technique to measure mobility in polymer based films.\textsuperscript{78,79} The FET mobility is calculated from the transfer characteristics of the channel current. In this method, charges are drifting along a horizontal dimension as opposed to the drift direction in devices where the active layer is sandwiched between conducting electrodes. This conduction principle, together with high charge concentration in the channel, usually gives high carrier mobility values that in most cases
cannot be realized in diodes. The origin of high FET mobility value was recently attributed to carrier density dependent mobility.\textsuperscript{80,81}

The other rather common method of measuring mobility in sandwich-structured devices is the space charge limited model (SCLM). The principle of this model is quite simple; charge injection into the bulk of a polymer film and I-V characteristics measurements are simultaneously performed. This technique does not describe transient phenomena since it is static in its nature. The SCLM\textsuperscript{82} is used to fit the SCL portion of the I-V curve thereby delivering mobility values. This method has successfully been used to investigate the field and temperature dependence of hole mobility in conjugated polymers\textsuperscript{65,83} and an electron acceptor molecule.\textsuperscript{69} The later method can probe transport of charge carrier in solar cells and light emitting diodes that comprise thin films. This method will further be emphasized in the next chapter.
6. The method of space charge limited current

As discussed in the previous chapter, several charge probing techniques have been developed over years. Each method has its own merits and drawbacks when applied for studies of charge carrier transport in thin films of disordered materials. In this chapter, the method of space charge limited model is considered for extraction of transport parameters from I-V characteristics of unipolar sandwich structure devices. This method enables to probe charge carrier transport in a solar cell or a light emitting diode.

### 6.1 Extraction of transport parameters from I-V characteristics

In PSC, charge carriers either photogenerated or injected into the bulk of the active layer have to reach the electrodes through the mechanism of diffusion, drift or both. These various charge transport mechanisms can be identified and explained in terms of device and semiconductor material parameters. In this section, the various features of typical I-V characteristics of polymer-based diodes, measured in the dark, will be discussed briefly. The bulk-limited transport, which is mainly influenced by materials property, is discussed in detail.

#### 6.1.1 Typical features of I-V characteristics measured in the dark

The I-V characteristic of a diode, measured under dark conditions, has several features that correspond to various types of charge transport within the device (Figure 6.1). Under forward bias conditions the I-V plot of a polymer based diode with asymmetric electrodes reveals typically three main transport features.

| Extraction of transport parameters from I-V characteristics | Carrier transport study using unipolar sandwich structure devices | Bipolar transport in pristine acceptor molecules |
a) **The low bias regime**: This region is characterized by an ohmic flow of charges formulated as $J \propto \frac{V}{d}$, where $J$ is the current density, $V$ is the applied bias potential and $d$ is the thickness of the active semiconductor layer. Injection of charge carriers from the electrode(s) into the semiconductor material is quite reduced due to the low bias voltage, which cannot compensate for the internal field. The current flow originates mainly from extrinsic effects that give leakage currents.

b) **Intermediate bias regime**: Increasing the bias voltage further decreases an internal electric field thereby enhancing injection of charge carriers from electrodes into the bulk of the semiconductor. A sharp slope usually characterizes the injection-limited (IL) region and the current increases exponentially with bias voltage. The IL conduction is commonly described either by Fowler–Nordheim tunneling injection or by Richardson–Schottky thermionic emission. Owing to the amorphous nature of organic materials and the presence of defects at interfaces, the classical metal-to-organic injection models described previously may not always be true. This has been demonstrated both experimentally and in Monte Carlo simulations, where injection phenomena is best described by a hopping injection model.

![Figure 6.1: Various features of a typical I-V characteristic of a polymer based diode. Under forward bias conditions, the ohmic region ($J \propto V/d$), injection-limited region ($J \propto \exp(eV/k_BT)$), and the space charge limited region ($J \propto V^2/d^3$) are clearly displayed. Here, $J$ is current density, $V$ is potential, $d$ is film thickness, $T$ is temperature, $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant and $e$ is the elementary charge.](image-url)
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... into a random organic dielectric. In general, IL region is governed by the factors related to the semiconductor/metal interface. The injection barrier, which is often controlled by the interface dipoles, fermi level alignments and defects, is the main factor that controls the injection process. On the other hand, in certain cases the image force also plays a role-giving rise to current backflow. The energetic disorder introduced by the roughness at organic/metal interface may also contribute to the modification of injection barriers. Detailed knowledge of injection processes in devices based on metal-organic-metal structures is quite important for various applications such as light emitting diodes. The detailed analysis is, however, beyond the scope of this thesis.

c) **The high bias regime**: After the bias voltage compensates for the built-in potential of a diode (flat band condition), current injection becomes enormous. However, due to low charge carrier mobility as well as the presence of traps, the outflow rate of the injected carriers is reduced greatly and charges accumulate in the bulk of the semiconducting organic layer. The transport flow is now dominantly controlled by the space charge limited current (SCLC) resulting into saturation of current as inferred from Figure 6.1. The transport of carriers in the SCLC region can be modeled in order to estimate carrier mobility and other transport parameters. Detailed discussions of the SCL model will be given in the next chapters.

In the presence of deep traps the transport profile is modified, the modifications being reflected in the change of the slopes of the I-V curve. One typical feature of a diode I-V curve is its rectification due to the fact that the reverse voltage current is considerably smaller under the absence of localized leakage current paths.

**6.1.2 Formulation of space charge limited current model**

Simulation of charge carrier transport in polymer-based devices is one of the major issues to be addressed in order to understand efficiency-limiting factors in PSCs. Despite the fact that in polymer films pure band transport is suppressed, the traditional charge transport laws, which were originally derived for inorganic materials, can still be applicable for organic materials as well. In this section formulation of SCLC model is described starting from basic transport equations.
PSC and light emitting devices comprise thin (nano scaled) films of the active material. Consequently, charge transport in polymer-based diodes is often simplified as a one-dimensional process. In this context, the basic transport equations describing charge transport behavior are the one dimensional Poisson’s and continuity equations for electrons and holes. In particular, if the effects of traps are negligibly small, the drift-diffusion current equations and the Poisson’s equation, respectively, are given by\textsuperscript{82}

\begin{align}
J_n &= e\left(-\mu_n(x) n(x) \frac{d\psi}{dx} + D_n \frac{dn}{dx}\right) \\
J_p &= e\left(-\mu_p(x) p(x) \frac{d\psi}{dx} - D_p \frac{dp}{dx}\right)
\end{align}

\begin{equation}
\frac{dE(x)}{dx} = \frac{\psi}{\varepsilon}(p(x) - n(x))
\end{equation}

where \( J_n (J_p) \) is the electron (hole) current density, \( n(x) (p(x)) \) is the electron (hole) density, \( D_n (D_p) \) is electron (hole) diffusion constant, \( \mu_n (\mu_p) \) is the electron (hole) mobility and \( \varepsilon \) is equal to \( \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_r \) with \( \varepsilon_0 \) the permittivity of free space and \( \varepsilon_r \) the relative dielectric constant of the semiconductor. The electric field strength \( E(x) \) is related to the electrostatic potential \( \psi(x) \) as \( E(x) = -\frac{d\psi}{dx} \). The mobility and diffusion coefficients are related through the Einstein relation \( D = \frac{\mu k_B T}{k_B} \), where \( k_B \) is Boltzmann’s constant and \( T \) is temperature. Under the condition of SCL transport, the drift current dominates the net current flow and the diffusion part is often neglected.

Analytical expression of SCLC can be derived for a constant mobility and drift dominated transport. Under the assumption of an absence of traps, or negligible trap density, solving the current equation together with the Poisson equation gives an analytical solution

\begin{equation}
J_{SCL} = \frac{9}{8} \varepsilon \mu \frac{V^2}{d}
\end{equation}

where \( \mu \) is the charge carrier mobility and \( d \) is the film thickness. Equation (6.4) describes a trap free SCL transport, often known as the Mott-Gurney square law, trap free square law and Child’s law for solids.\textsuperscript{82} When traps are present, most of the injected holes (electrons) are localized and do not contribute to current flow. In such cases, the dependence of current on voltage is determined by the density and energy distribution of the trap sites. Inclusion of single discrete traps into the analysis of the SCL current leads to
$J \propto V^2/d^3$, while in the presence of traps with exponential trap distribution the SCLC takes a power law dependence of the form $J \propto V^{k+1}/d^{2k+1}$ where $k$ is defined in terms of a characteristics trap distribution constant.\textsuperscript{42,82,90}

### 6.2 Carrier transport study using unipolar sandwich structure devices

The SCLM enables one to selectively study a single carrier transport in a solar cell or light emitting diode. The freedom of having a single type of carrier in a device is adjusted by the choice of electrodes. In this section, practical examples of hole transport in solar cell materials using unipolar devices is presented and discussed.

#### 6.2.1 The concept of single carrier devices

Experimentally, it is possible to construct unipolar sandwich structured devices that give either electron dominated or hole dominated current flow. Both, the so-called electron only devices (EoD) and hole only devices (HoD) can be constructed by tuning charge injection barriers through appropriate choice of electrodes. Literally, the electrodes of EoD should line up with the LUMO level of the semiconductor in order to discriminate hole injection. The best choices of such ohmic electrodes are low work function metals such as calcium (Ca), magnesium (Mg), aluminum (Al) and the like. On the contrary, high work
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Figure 6.2. The geometry of hole only (left), and electron only (right) sandwich structured devices. The schematic diagram is shown for the case where the electrodes are not in contact with the polymer film. $\phi_{m,1}$ and $\phi_{m,2}$ represent the work functions of the two metal electrodes.
function metals such as gold (Au) and palladium (Pd) can well behave as hole injectors and hence serve in constructing HoDs. Here it is worth mentioning that the suggestion for using a given metal for forming an ohmic electrode, while discriminating injection of one type of carrier, is not without complications. Some metals are well known for forming dipoles at the polymer/metal interface thereby shifting the injection barrier for the otherwise unwanted charge carrier.

Accumulation of charges in a bulk of a polymer film creates a field that reduces current flow. The net effect is the transition of constant mobility to field dependent mobility of the Poole-Frenkel type. Under this circumstance, the experimental SCL I-V characteristic is analyzed by solving the relevant current equations and Poisson’s equation together with the Poole-Frenkel mobility equation. Due to the field dependence of mobility, however, exact analytic solution cannot be obtained, which leads us to make numerical calculations. This method has been utilized to investigate hole transport, as well as electron transport in thin polymer films sandwiched between coplanar electrodes. In this thesis, we have used the SCLM to investigate hole transport in series of polyfluorene copolymers and their blends with electron acceptor molecules.

### 6.2.2 Hole transport in alternating polyfluorene copolymers (APFO)

The APFO (Alternating PolyFluOrene) family of copolymers are based on a fluorene monomer combined with donor-acceptor-donor (D-A-D) co-monomers and designed to have a low band gap and form birefringent liquid crystalline phases (See Figure 6.3). These copolymers have been used to construct efficient solar cells. Some of
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**Figure 6.3.** The Chemical structures of low band gap polyfluorene copolymers (APFOs).
these copolymers have broad absorption band that extends into the red and near infrared solar spectrum. The low band gap APFOs have been used to construct solar cells that generate photocurrent in the near infrared region. The field and temperature dependent hole mobility studies were performed for series of polyfluorene copolymers poly(2,7-(9,9-dihexyl-fluorene)-alt-5,5-(4',7'-di-2-thienyl-2',1',3'-benzothiadiazole)) (APFO-1), poly(2,7-(9,9-dioctyl-fluorene)-alt-5,5-(4',7'-di-2-thienyl-2',1',3'-benzothiadiazole)) (APFO-3), poly(2,7-(9,9-didodecyl-fluorene)-alt-5,5-(4',7'-di-2-thienyl-2',1',3'-benzothiadiazole)) (APFO-4) and poly(2,7-(9,9-dioctyl-fluorene)-alt-5,5-(4',9'-di-2-thienyl-6',7'-diphenyl-[1',2',5']thiadiazolo-[3',4'-g]quinoxaline)) (APFO-Green1) (Figure 6.3).

Hole transport in APFOs is field and temperature dependent, which is a typical feature of hopping transport. The 1-V characteristics of single carrier devices have at most symmetric shapes, confirming formation of ohmic electrodes at both interfaces (Figure 6.4). Charge carrier (hole) mobility (Figure 6.5) and field activation factor are determined by fitting the experimental data by numerically solving the transport equations (Equations, 5.1, 6.2 and 6.3). Further analysis of the experimental data is performed using the Gaussian disorder model, more relevantly the CDM. The later analysis enables to estimate the energetic and spatial disorders through the knowledge of the width of the Gaussian site energy distribution ($\sigma_{DOS}$) and the average hopping distance ($a$).
The comparative studies enable to understand the variation of hole transport as a function of material structure. For example, APFO-1, APFO-3 and APFO-4 have the same aromatic backbone structures while their alky side chains have different lengths. Commonly, the main chain of polymers is decorated with side chains for various reasons. Side chains may play a crucial role in determining the conformation and solvent processability of conjugated polymers. It is well understood that long, non-branched hydrocarbon chains can easily pack together and form well ordered solution-processed films. Therefore, the

![Figure 6.5: The variation of hole mobility as a function of temperature. The mobility values are extracted from experimental current-voltage curves of hole only devices.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polymer name</th>
<th>Mobility ((\mu_0))</th>
<th>Field activation factor ((\gamma))</th>
<th>Intersite distance ((a))</th>
<th>Width of DOS ((\sigma_{\text{DOS}}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APFO-1</td>
<td>(1.5 \pm 1 \times 10^{-10})</td>
<td>((5.6 \pm 0.2) \times 10^{-3})</td>
<td>(1.90 \pm 0.2)</td>
<td>(69 \pm 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APFO-3</td>
<td>((9 \pm 1) \times 10^{-10})</td>
<td>((3.2 \pm 0.2) \times 10^{-3})</td>
<td>(1.55 \pm 0.2)</td>
<td>(64 \pm 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APFO-4</td>
<td>((3.4 \pm 1) \times 10^{-10})</td>
<td>((2.5 \pm 0.2) \times 10^{-3})</td>
<td>(1.50 \pm 0.2)</td>
<td>(57 \pm 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APFO-Green1</td>
<td>((8 \pm 0.4) \times 10^{-10})</td>
<td>((8.8 \pm 0.2) \times 10^{-5})</td>
<td>(1.95 \pm 0.02)</td>
<td>(70 \pm 1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Room temperature values.
alteration of molecular conformation as a function of structural change has a direct link with the charge carrier localized hopping processes. Measurement of mobility in FET and hole only diodes based on symmetric and asymmetric poly(p-phenylene vinylene) (PPV) polymers has shown a clear relationship between side chain length and charge transport. However, such comparative studies can only be made under similar processing conditions. The comparative study of hole transport in APFOs indicates that energetic disorder is more pronounced than spatial disorder (See Table 6.1). The origin of this disorder is mainly attributed to structural changes.

To further analyze the link between structural change and charge transport, systematic photovoltaic study was performed on solar cells with polymer/fullerene BHJ active films. The optically active part (electron donors) of the BHJ film was varied while PCBM was used as an electron accepting and transporting material. We have exclusively selected APFO-3 and APFO-4, which differ only by their side chain length. As shown earlier, APFO-4 is a better hole transporting material as compared to APFO-3 (Figure 6.5 and Table 6.1). Moreover, since the two polymers have different alkyl side chains, blending them with PCBM, for solar cell application, is accompanied by varying morphology in solid films. Comparative studies have shown that the structurally induced morphological and transport differences are revealed in variation of the efficiency of the corresponding solar cells. Significant difference was recorded in the fill factor values; APFO-4 based solar cells render higher FF than that of APFO-3 based solar cells. The later observation is well correlated to the basic fact that FF is most likely limited by the mobility of the charge carriers. Therefore, the tuning of FF (Table 6.1, and Figure 6.6) with polymer type is consistent with the transport studies. While APFO-3 based solar cells give higher current, because its miscibility with PCBM is better due to its shorter side chains, APFO-4 based devices have rendered better FF mainly because the photogenerated holes are effectively transported to anode.

Based on the previous results, one may think of using blends of the two polymers in the same device in order to exploit their best properties. Here it is assumed severe thermodynamically driven phase separations are suppressed due to the structural and chemical similarities of the polymers. Indeed, solar cells with APFO-3/PCBM active layers have made significant changes in photovoltaic output as compared to devices that rely on thin films of APFO-3/PCBM and APFO-4/PCBM blend films. The change in FF values is quite significant as displayed in Figure 6.6, which is attributed to improved
hole transport. The overall power conversion efficiency was also enhanced by about 15%.98

Figure 6.6. The chemical structure of PCBM (left) and the fill factor values (right) as a function of solar cell type. The electron donor polymers are APFO-3 (Device 1), APFO-4 (Device 2), APFO-3:APFO-4 (1:1, wt.%) (Device 3), and APFO-3:APFO-4 (3:1, wt.%) (Device 4). All the devices comprise 80% (by wt.) PCBM.

In summary, the studies presented in this section are good examples to demonstrate the interplay between polymer chemical structure, morphology and charge transport. Chemical structures that give well-ordered morphology are favourable from transport point of view. However, for polymer/molecule based solar cells, nano scale phase separation is the necessary condition for efficient charge generation. Thus, fabrication of polymer-based solar cells with competitive efficiency demands the optimisation of molecular structures of polymers as well as electron acceptor molecules, with the aim of enhancing morphology, charge generation and transport in the polymer/acceptor bicontinuous heterojunction films. This basic issue will remain the main focus of chemists and device physicist in order to fabricate next generation efficient polymer based solar cells.

6.2.3 Hole transport in blends of APFOs and acceptor molecules

In BHJ of D/A solar cell materials, morphology is a key parameter that affects exciton dissociation and the transport of free charge carriers. Dissociation of excitons demands a close proximity of the donor and acceptor moieties while continuous material
Bulk limited transport, photovoltaic, bipolar transport

networks give rise to good percolation paths. Concurrently, the interplay between the driving force for exciton dissociation and polymer LUMO (band gap) is so crucial that varying polymer type demands an appropriate electron acceptor material. This has clearly been demonstrated for solar cells with low band gap electron donor copolymers. As far as transport is concerned, well-mixed D/A materials create well-behaved transport percolation paths. Thus, adequate driving force at D/A interface (i.e. adequate energy offset between the LUMO of polymer and the LUMO of acceptor) cannot be taken as the necessary and sufficient condition to construct efficient BHJ based solar cells. The knowledge of the charge carrier transport in the D/A blend layer is the central issue to be addressed in order to understand and tackle efficiency limiting mechanisms in BHJ based PSCs.

Hole transport in D/A heterojunction films is greatly influenced by the structural and chemical behaviors of the constituent elements. As a result of low entropy of mixing, spin coated films of polymer/fullerene thin films are accompanied by phase separation processes. Small scale phase separations create favorable conditions for efficient photogeneration of charge carriers and their subsequent collection towards electrodes. In D/A blend films, holes and electrons are supposed to transit in the pure polymer and acceptor phases, respectively. Accordingly, hole mobility measured in pure polymer film and in blend films are expected to have the same magnitude. The same should hold for electron mobility. However, this simple assumption does not seem to hold in real devices. For various types of polymer/PCBM BHJ films hole mobility in the blend phase has substantial increase over values measured in pure polymer films. This has clearly been demonstrated in TOF, solar cell and FET measurements. Poly (3-hexylthiophene) is a well-studied conjugated polymer. The state of the art polymer solar cells with efficiencies ranging from 4 to 5% rely on P3HT/PCBM BHJ active films. Unlike for several other polymers, the room temperature hole mobility in P3HT/PCBM (50:50- wt.%) based solar cell is about three orders of magnitude less than its values measured in pure P3HT films. However, it was shown that hole mobility in the pure polymer and blend films attain the same value upon annealing the blend film. This radical change of transport is directly correlated to change in morphology of the blend films.

The change of hole mobility as a function of acceptor loading has also been detected in APFO-Green1/PCBM and APFO-3/PCBM BHJ films. In both types of blends, in general, hole mobility is enhanced in the presence of high concentration of
PCBM in the blend. However, hole mobility in APFO-Green1/PCBM device attains a local maximum at about 67 % (wt.) of PCBM content, whereas in APFO-3/PCBM device hole mobility increases monotonically with increasing PCBM content (Figure 6.7). The local peak observed in Figure 6.7 (a) is followed by a sharp decrease in hole mobility. The reason for breaking of hole percolation path beyond PCBM concentration of 67 % is not clear yet. However, it appears that more interconnected domains, enriched with either of the materials, are formed at PCBM concentration of about 67% and above. While increasing PCBM concentration obviously enhances connection of the PCBM rich domains (enhancing electron percolation path), the polymer rich domains might further be separated from each other thereby suppressing hole transport. On the other hand, the monotonic increment of mobility in APFO-3/PCBM BHJ layers reflects a better interaction between the APFO-3 and PCBM leading to smooth morphology.

Figure 6.7. Variation of hole transport in hole dominated diodes with an active layer of APFO-Green1:PCBM, (a) and APFO-3:PCBM, (b). The content of PCBM is varied.

Further investigations were performed by replacing PCBM with a new class of C_{70} derivative electron acceptor molecule, 3’-(3,5-Bis-trifluoromethylphenyl)-1’-(4-nitropheno)xylpyrazolino[70]fullerene (BTPF70). This molecule provides relatively better driving force for exciton dissociation when blended with low band gap polyfluorene copolymers, whose absorption spectrum is extended into the near infrared (typically APFO-Green1).44,94 Mixing any amount of BTPF70 with APFO-Green1 decreases hole transport in the blend phase (Figure 6.8), which makes BTPF70 non-attractive as compared to PCBM. Similar trend was observed when APFO-3 is blended with this molecule.105 This particular molecule has three isomers, which have similar electrochemical behaviors in
solution. The degradation of hole mobility as a function of BTPF70 loading may be taken as a direct manifestation of morphology changes.

![BTPF70](image)

Figure 6.8. The molecular structure of BTPF70 (left) and the variation of hole transport in APFO-Green1:BTPF70 hole only diodes (right).

It is noted that the BHJ film is characterized by a varying morphology due to non-perfect mixing of the two components. Moreover, the phase-separated islands may be subjected to varying dielectric media due to the difference in their material contents. Such differences may polarize the surroundings, which may contribute to the varying transport profiles. Thus, the change of hole transport as a function of acceptor loading should be attributed to the collective effect of all the local interactions within the BHJ blend film. It can also be argued that hole transfer from a polymer to acceptor may take place under favourable energetic conditions, a process that might lead to a completely new hole transport path. The later concept is briefly discussed in the next chapter based on experimental evidences.

### 6.3 Bipolar transport in pristine acceptor molecules and its implication for charge carrier transport in polymer/acceptor BHJ based solar cells

The fullerene molecules, PCBM and BTPF70, are the building blocks of D/A based organic solar cells. Their major contribution to photocurrent generation is two fold: enhancing exciton dissociation and participating in charge transport. It was demonstrated that hole transport in D/A mixed phase is greatly influenced by acceptor type and concentration. In films where APFO-3 and APFO-Green1 were mixed with PCBM, hole transport was generally enhanced as compared to the values extracted from pristine
polymer films. In this chapter, the bipolar transport in acceptor films will be demonstrated. Its implication for the enhancement of hole transport in polymer/acceptor blends is suggested.

Studies of bipolar transport in acceptor materials can to some extent deliver information about the peculiarities observed in the change of hole transport in the polymer/acceptor phases described in the previous sections. In order to observe correlations between bipolar transport in acceptor molecules and hole transport in BHJ based films, we have built and characterized light emitting devices with acceptor active layers. Such devices can be considered as the most relevant devices to deliver good understanding of bipolar transport in a given material. The structure of a LED is similar to that of solar cell while it operates in an opposite way to solar cells. In a LED holes and electrons are injected into the active layer and later gives rise to light if the injected charges recombine radiatively.

The acceptor bipolar devices were constructed in such a way that the hole injecting electrode was varied from ITO to ITO/PEDOT:PSS, while the cathode was a thermally evaporated LiF/Al layer.\(^{108,111}\) Since the HOMO levels of both molecules are large (\(\approx 6.1\) eV),\(^{108}\) the hole injection barrier at both ITO and ITO/PEDOT:PSS is large given the work function of ITO and PEDOT:PSS of \(\approx 4.7\) eV, and \(5.1\) eV, respectively. Assuming no Fermi level pinning at the anode, light emission from the LEDs is either not possible or takes place at substantially large onset potential. It was observed that devices with ITO anode are not emissive while LEDs with ITO/PEDOT:PSS anode emit light at a considerably small bias voltage, about \(1\) V (Figure 6.9). The emission of light at quite low bias voltage is quite remarkable. In organic LEDs, the injection barrier at organic/electrode interface is a complicated function of several parameters. Specifically, the formation of thin dipole layers at organic semiconductor/electrode interface is a well-known process that results into shifting of charge injection barriers.\(^{112,113}\) This effect cannot be ruled out for PEDOT:PSS/BTPF70 and PEDOT:PSS/PCBM interfaces though no direct evidence is available yet.

Both acceptors allow bipolar transport, as confirmed through the light emission process. The studies indicate that the molecules, PCBM and BTPF70, may transport holes as well as electrons when used in solar cells. This could partially account for hole mobility enhancement in most polymer/PCBM blend films as a function of PCBM loading.\(^{101-105}\) Several mechanisms can be suggested for the observed enhancement of hole mobility in the
presence of an acceptor molecule. The first contribution to the improvement of hole transport, upon the presence of PCBM, may originate from increased interchain interactions, or increased conjugation length, within the blend layer. However, for some systems, hole mobility is much greater in the blend phase than in the pure polymer film\textsuperscript{101, 104,105,108,109} suggesting that changes in morphology alone may not account for dramatic hole mobility increments. Here we are referring to the pristine films, which have not gone through any form of treatment. Thus, the second option is a creation of a new and faster percolation path possibly through the acceptor phase. PCBM is known to conduct holes better than most of the conducting conjugated polymers.\textsuperscript{110} The second option demands hole transfer from polymer to PCBM under the close proximity of the HOMOs of the donor and acceptor materials. The last assertion follows from the assumption that most of the holes are photogenerated in the polymer phase for a solar cell under light. The participation of PCBM in hole transport, in solar cell, can be exemplified based on the work of C. M Björström \textit{et al.} They have investigated the vertical distribution of materials in APFO-3:PCBM BHJ films using the method of dynamic secondary ion mass spectroscopy.\textsuperscript{114} They have demonstrated that while PCBM tends to segregate towards the bottom substrate (ITO/PEDOT:PSS), the polymer was found to move towards the free surface. The APFO-3:PCBM blend film is a rather good active layer for solar cells, delivering efficiency exceeding 2%\textsuperscript{39} in spite of an expected reduced hole collection due to a reduced amount of polymer layer at the anode. We suggest that in solar cells with APFO-3:PCBM active layer

Figure 6.9. The injected current density, and electroluminescence of (a) ITO/PEDOT:PSS/BTPF70/LiF/Al, and (b) ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PCBM/LiF/Al light emitting diodes.
the segregated PCBM promotes hole conduction resulting into increased hole collection efficiency and the overall solar cell power conversion efficiency.

The correlation between bipolar transport in acceptor and hole mobility enhancement is not true for polymer/BTPF70 BHJ films since a decrease in hole conduction is observed as compared to hole mobility measured in the pure polymer films.\textsuperscript{105,108} We suggest that the reduction of hole transport in polymer/BTPF70 layers is in direct proportion to unfavourable morphological changes and little or no hole transfer from polymer to BTPF70. The reported electron mobility in pure PCBM film is in the order of $10^{-2}$ to $10^{-3}$ cm$^2$/Vs,\textsuperscript{69,101,1118} while that of BTPF70 is in the order of $10^{-5}$ cm$^2$/Vs.\textsuperscript{108} The low electron mobility in BTPF70 can also be taken as a limiting factor for achieving reduced hole transport in polymer/BTPF70 blends. The low electron mobility can be taken as a signature of more disorder that leads to build up of SCL conditions and/or increase in recombination.

To sum up, The SCLM has been successfully used to describe hole mobility in both pure polymer and polymer/fullerene blend layers. Hole mobility depends on the structure of the materials indicating the crucial effect of morphology on charge transport. In polymer/PCBM blend films, hole transport is enhanced as compared to hole mobility in pure polymer films. The later was attributed to morphological changes as well as formation of other percolation paths, mainly hole conduction through the acceptor layer. The BTPF70 gives rise to reduction of hole mobility in polymer/BTPF70 blend. Thus, different acceptors obviously provides different exciton dissociation energy and charge transport profiles. The knowledge of charge transport in solar cell materials is quite beneficial in order to select the appropriate polymer-molecule combinations that provides excellent charge generation and collection efficiencies.
Organic solar cells are promising because of their simple and low-cost construction steps as compared to the complicated and expensive procedures used to fabricate inorganic solar cells. As most conjugated polymers are soluble in common solvents, inexpensive liquid-based processing techniques create the possibility of making large area, low weight and flexible solar cells. Traditional polymer based solar cells are constructed in the form of sandwich structures (See Figure 3.1), where the active layer is confined between two conducting metallic electrodes. Further reduction of cost can be achieved by replacing the metallic electrodes by cheap and easily processable polymer electrodes.

It is customary to use transparent polymer hole conducting buffer layers in polymer solar cells and light emitting diodes. In particular, PEDOT-PSS has become a universal hole conducting layer in polymer based solar cells and light emitting diodes. The chemical structures of PEDOT and PSS are depicted in Figure 7.1.

![Figure 7.1 The chemical structure of PEDOT (a), and PSS (b).](image)

To use bare PEDOT:PSS layer as a hole conductor, its conductivity and sheet resistance should be improved significantly. Mixing the commercially available PEDOT-
PSS with a sorbitol is known to change the conductivity of the resulting thin films, with typical conductivity values as high as 48 S/cm.\textsuperscript{116} Similarly, blending PEDOT:PSS with a polyethylene oxide\textsuperscript{117} or other secondary dopants like dimethyl sulfoxide, N,N\textquotesingle -dimethyl formamide, tetrahydrofuran and 2,2\textquotesingle -thiodiethanol also improves the conductivity of PEDOT-PSS significantly, with typical values reaching about 100 S/cm.\textsuperscript{118,119} We have previously demonstrated solar cells that utilize PEDOT:PSS buffer layers with varying conductivity.\textsuperscript{120} Vapor-phase polymerization (VPP) technique has become a more elegant approach to achieve highly conducting PEDOT layers. The VPP synthesis route allows direct synthesis of pure PEDOT (without PSS) solid films on a substrate. The thin films obtained by this method are transparent and remarkably conductive; conductivities as high as 1000 S/cm have been achieved.\textsuperscript{121} Using this method, prototype solar cells with vapor-phase polymerized PEDOT (VPP-PEDOT) anode and an Al cathode have been demonstrated.\textsuperscript{122,123} These polymer electrodes, having excellent conductivity, can be used to fabricate cheap, flexible and large area polymer based electronic devices.

Development of an all-plastic solar cell can lead to a substantial cost reduction in the future photovoltaic market. However, construction of efficient and all-plastic solar cells is challenging due to the limited choice of electrode materials. PEDOT:PSS can be considered as one of the electrodes (anode) if its sheet resistance is reduced and its conductivity is enhanced by doping or other means. Then the most difficult step is to find an organic material that serves as an electron-conducting layer (cathode). We have recently demonstrated VPP-PEDOT as a potential candidate for a cathode in photovoltaic devices.\textsuperscript{124} The VPP-PEDOT has a low work function (4.3 ± 0.1 eV) as measured by an ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (Figure 7.2). This value is close to that of most low work function metals such as aluminum and silver. The low work function of this material was also confirmed based on comparative photovoltaic studies made on solar cells that uses VPP-PEDOT and PEDOT:PSS as buffer layers on top of an ITO bottom electrode, whereas the top electrodes are kept the same. Typical IV curves recorded under white light illumination are depicted in Figure 7.3. The difference in work function of the two forms of PEDOT resulted into variation of the photovoltaic output of the solar cells. In particular, the solar cells have shown substantial differences in the values of their open-circuit voltages due to the difference in the charge injection barrier at the polymer/bottom electrode interfaces. This comparative photovoltaic study also indicates that the work function of VPP-PEDOT is small so that the hole injection barrier at the polymer/VPP-
PEDOT is larger resulting into reduction of the $V_{oc}$ and the $J_{sc}$. Thus, VPP-PEDOT’s low work function and modest conductivity makes this material a potential candidate as an electron conducting layer.

![Graph showing the work function of VPP-PEDOT and PEDOT:PSS.]

**Figure 7.2** The secondary-electron cutoff of ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) spectra from which the work function (WF) of VPP-PEDOT and PEDOT:PSS is determined.

![Graph showing the current-voltage characteristics of two different diodes under white light illumination.]

**Figure 7.3** The current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of glass/ITO/VPP-PEDOT/APFO-3:PCBM/Al (open circles) and glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS/APFO-3:PCBM/Al (open triangles) under white light illumination (A.M. 1.5, 100 mW/cm²).

Traditionally, the upper electrode (cathode) of a polymer-based diode is formed by vacuum deposition of low work function metals like aluminum (Al) and calcium (Ca) on
top of the active layer. Replacing metallic cathodes of diodes with VPP-PEDOT demands placing thin layer of this conducting polymer on top of an active semiconductor layer. Direct polymerization of VPP-PEDOT on an active, say, solar cell material is not permitted due to the fact that the polymerization steps demand coating of catalysts on top of the active layer. Therefore, other ways should be sought to integrate this material into sandwiched structured devices. The method of inverted diodes and lamination can be considered as alternative possibilities. The inverted diode method refers to construction of a diode in a reverse order where the active film is coated on the cathode (VPP-PEDOT) and the anode is formed on top of the active layer. Inverted solar cells that comprise thin films of PEDOT:PSS, caped with thin metal strips, have previously been demonstrated. The drawback of this method is that the PEDOT:PSS does not easily adhere to polymer films. Moreover, doping PEDOT:PSS with various dopants such as sorbitol requires a heat treatment at an elevated temperature. This cannot be done after the PEDOT:PSS is formed on top of the active organic film since thermal treatments can alter the optical and electrical behaviors of the organic film. The second option is to use a lamination technique. Traditional lamination methods are preformed under elevated temperatures, which cannot be employed for polymer based electronic devices for the reasons stated earlier. However, soft contact lamination technique (SCLT) is a good candidate here. The later method exploits the good adhesion property of soft elastomeric materials put in conformal contact with smooth surfaces. That means a VPP-PEDOT synthesized on an elastomeric substrate can be laminated with an active layer, which is prepared on a separate substrate (See Figure 7.4). The two parts are simply put in conformal contact without applying any pressure or heat treatments. The elastomer acts as ‘glue’ and keeps the two parts together where finally the Van der Waals bonding forces generate the sticking forces between the PEDOT and active layer.

We have employed the SCLT and constructed prototype solar cells with VPP-PEDOT cathode and ITO/PEDOT:PSS anode. The SCLT has previously been effectively used to construct organic transistors as well as organic light emitting diodes that generate uniform and stable light. The laminated solar cells with VPP-PEDOT cathode have inferior performance as compared to their counterparts with metal cathodes. The low performance is not the main issue here since our aim is to demonstrate functional solar cells with transparent polymer electrode. The main challenge here is to synthesize a uniform, and smooth VPP-PEDOT layer that enhances its adhesion to the active layer. In general, the construction steps should be performed in a dry and clean environment in order to avoid
various contaminations including dust and moisture. The results indicate that further improvement is necessary to enhance the performance of the laminated devices. The fabricated solar cells are considered as first prototypes for all-plastic and transparent solar cells. The soft lamination together with the use of the low work function transparent plastic electrode, such as VPP-PEDOT, can also open a route towards low-cost multi-layer and tandem solar cells.

![Figure 7.4 Schematic illustrations of the top and bottom components of the prototype solar cells with VPP-PEDOT cathode. Laminating the two parts together completes the solar cell.](image)

In summary, VPP-PEDOT can be employed as an electron conducting layer in electronic devices. If its conductivity is improved further and its sheet resistance is reduced, VPP-PEDOT can replace metallic electron conductors. Its work function can align with the electron affinity of low band gap polymers such as APFO-Green1 when used in diodes.
8. Polarized light emission from APFOs

Polymers have inherited a lot of interesting and unique properties that makes them useful for various applications. A good example is a chain orientation phenomenon, which is well known in forming optical anisotropy. In this context, liquid crystalline (LC) polymers can be taken as examples of materials that show orientation under various conditions. Thin films of a LC polymer held under elevated temperature undergo phase transitions, commonly revealing various types of phases that are characterized by different degree of orientations. Above the glass transition temperature ($T_g$), the polymer turns into a relaxed state and upon further heating results into the so-called isotropic liquid phase characterized by high optical transparency and lack of long range ordering. The melt can be converted into ordered phases upon cooling. Among the different organizations that are contained in the LC state of a polymer, the nematic LC phase (Figure 8.1, and Figure 8.2) is unique since it involves long range ordering. This phase can directly be formed from the isotropic melt.

Figure 8.1 Schematic of differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) thermograph of a polymer. The lower curve shows the phase shift trace under heating conditions while the upper shows the reverse.
Liquid crystalline phase of a semiconductor thin film is characterized by strong dipoles, which are pointing along a common axis (director) and hence experiences unique optical behavior, such as birefringence, when heated above \( T_g \) (Figure 8.2). Thermally induced optical selectivity, namely emission and absorption of polarized light, is the main feature of LC materials that makes them quite attractive for use in display and other relevant devices.

Figure 8.2 Schematic of nematic liquid crystalline structure with the director indicated by the arrow. This phase has a long range ordering.

The polyfluorene copolymers APFO-3 and APFO-Green1 inherits LC phase and undergo phase transitions at elevated temperatures. In this chapter the formation of LC state in thin solid films of these copolymers will be described. As an application, polarized light emitting diodes are demonstrated.

To use LC materials in optical or electrical devices, unidirectional orientations are quite important in order to induce uniform optical/electrical characteristics. It is a common practice to grow films in a nematic phase and keep the ordering permanently. Conventional methods employ the so-called alignment layer (AL) so that the LC layer grows epitaxially from the surface of the alignment layer. An AL is either patterned through lithographic methods or mechanically rubbed to form a template that initiates a uniaxial growth of the LC state in thin organic films. Polyamide is a classical alignment layer while other conducting polymers such as poly(p-phenylenevinylene) and PEDOT:PSS have also been used to align LC polymers.

Solid films of APFO-3 and APFO-Green1 show birefringence when heated up at high temperatures. Both polymers turn into transparent melt phase above a temperature of 170\(^\circ\) C. The LC phases of both polymers have been permanently oriented by the use of a
rubbed PEDOT:PSS layer. The aligned polymer layers are optically active as observed under crossed polarizers (Figure 8.3).

Figure 8.3 Birefringence observed under an optical microscope equipped with crossed polarizers. The colored monographs were recorded at a 45° angle difference with the dark ones.

The preference of PEDOT:PSS over other ALs is due to the fact that it serves as a hole injector (anode) for light emitting diodes, which were later constructed by using the thermally converted polymer films. The absorption (Figure 8.4) and photoluminescence of the aligned films have shown dichroic changes when measured parallel and perpendicular to the rubbing direction. The dichroic ratios calculated at the maximum of the absorption spectrum varies from 3 to 5 for both copolymers.139

Figure 8.4 Typical absorption spectrum of the aligned layers of APFO-3 (a), and APFO-Green1 (b) solid films. The absorption measurements were done by placing a polarizer between the sample and the incident light. The insets show the peak absorption as a function of scanning angle of the polarizer.
With the aim of producing polarized light, we have fabricated and characterized LEDs based on aligned films of the APFOs. We chose to use PEDOT:PSS as an alignment layer because of its additional functionality as a hole injector.\textsuperscript{139} The LEDs with an active layer of aligned films emit polarized light at an onset voltage close to 2V. In spite of the damaged PEDOT:PSS bottom layer through the rubbing process, this onset potential is not terribly large. Similar to the absorption dichroism, the EL spectra also show dichroism, with dichroic ratio at the peak wavelength ranging from 5 to 11 for APFO-3 and 3 to 5 for APFO-Green 1 based diodes. The LEDs emit quite broad-spectrum, covering the red and near infrared and their peak EL emissions are located at about 950 nm for APFO-Green1, and 660 for APFO-3.

These materials are quite interesting due their application both for photovoltaic and light emitting diodes. The results presented in this section suggest that the APFOs could be developed for use in display devices and other applications. The direct use of a polarized backlight without polarizer requires high polarization (dichroic) ratios, between 10 and 200, depending on applications.\textsuperscript{132} It has been demonstrated that, under well controlled fabrication and measurement conditions, the EL peak dichroic ratio of well-aligned polyfluorene polymers spin coated on a PEDOT:PSS alignment layer reaches up to 31.\textsuperscript{138} The primitive mechanical rubbing (by hand) we have performed in this study has given rise to non-uniform alignment and damage of the hole injector PEDOT:PSS layer. Polarised electroluminescent light sources in the near and mid-infrared are not common; one of the few is based on electroluminescent carbon nanotubes.\textsuperscript{140} Applications for such light sources are even less developed. A conceivable use might be in optical sensors operating in the infrared wavelength range, where molecular fingerprint could be accessible and where optical waveguide sensors therefore might be appropriate for chemical sensing. Incoupling of IR light into waveguides, or excitation of plasmons in near field optical configurations, might be of relevance for such sensors.

By and large, this study has enabled us to make use of the LC phase of the polyfluorene copolymers to produce polarized light in the red and infrared light spectrum. These materials can be developed into sensors and display devices by optimising processing conditions such as forming well-ordered templates using a rubbing machine and making heat treatments in an inert environment to avoid oxidation. It is also interesting to investigate the charge transport in aligned films both in diode and transistor configurations in a well-controlled fashion. Since the materials are oriented, the transport parallel and
Polarized light emission perpendicular to the direction of orientation could be easily detected. Thus, such studies are useful to understand structure-charge transport correlation.
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